Amazing Animal Friends

Find the words hidden in the puzzle.
Words are hidden →, ↓, and ↘.

ANTEATER HIPPO OTTER TORTOISE
ANTELOPE KANGAROO PANDA ZEBRA
BLACK BEAR KOALA POLAR BEAR
CHEETAH LEOPARD RATTLESNAKE
ELEPHANT LION RHINO
GIRAFFE MANATEE SHARK
GORILLA MONKEY TIGER
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Amazing Animal Friends

Find the words hidden in the puzzle. Words are hidden →, ↘, and ↩.

ZEBRA ALAL
LINOBISOPK
GOAPRILTAO
ITELEPHTLA
RTKOALFOOLSELEP
AOOTZEBRTOAL
FSTHERESTAREKEKE
OELEPHJKECHEOPO
LENOSANIMALSSHAL
SESALETEKOAHAL
APINSTHISHIPPRCC
NHAANOEETBULLEOU

Cheetah
Leopard
Rattlesnake
Elephant
Lion
Rhino
Giraffe
Manatee
Shark
Gorilla
Monkey
Tiger
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